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OTAMARAKAU
SCHOOL
A country school with a view
to the future...
TERM DATES: TERM 1 2022, 1ST FEBRUARY TO 14TH APRIL

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Tēna koutou ngā whānau kātoa
Well, strange would probably best describe the term we have had so far! And flexible would be the best word to
describe, not only the children and staff at the school, but whānau too. However, we are surviving and have plenty
to celebrate too.
My first thoughts go to the changes we have made to our science programme. We have subscribed to the
company ‘House of Science’ which is Tauranga based. Each fortnight they deliver a box of resources relating to
topics we have selected at the beginning of each term. This term we have focused on the weather, the water cycle,
energy, floating and sinking, the sea and climate change. The learning is very practical with fabulous ideas and
guided teaching. The children are developing a love of the subject which is our main goal. We look forward to Mrs
RB returning to school from her sabbatical, learning about the nature of science, to develop our programme
further.
Another highlight has been seeing the children shine at creative arts using clay, flax, inks and materials to produce
some stunning models and pictures. With us having children absent due to Covid, the opportunity for younger and
older students to work together has added to the enjoyment and skill development. The movement between
classes has also enabled the children to get to know other members of staff, who they might not be as familiar
with, leading to social skill growth and more self-confidence.
Literacy has been in the news lately with concern over the achievement levels in New Zealand. For many schools,
the teaching of reading and writing has been based around ‘whole language learning’ whereas the research and
evidence shows us that literacy has to be taught in a structured way using phonics (letter-sound knowledge) as the
building blocks. Fortunately, at Otamarakau, the ‘Science of Reading’ and ‘Structured Literacy’ is not a new
concept and is embedded in our teaching. We have also adopted the Better Start Literacy Approach which
provides further professional development for teachers and great resources. Mrs Adams is leading this PD and is
doing an amazing job. Now that the restrictions around Covid are likely to be lifted, I would like to reintroduce the
idea of whānau coming into school in the morning to listen to children read and will be in contact about this in the
near future.
Much of my time this term has been spent preparing for our annual fishing competition. We have a great team of
parents who are working together to make this event happen and who have introduced some new ideas for the
day. We are especially pleased to be working with Denise, who has volunteered to organize the hāngī, and thank
the Marae for letting us do this. We have been blessed with very generous sponsors and have some fantastic
prizes for each of the fishing categories, along with the raffles and lucky draws. I thoroughly enjoyed watching the
children ‘spin the wheel’ last year with fingers crossed that theirs would be the winning number. Please do
encourage your friends and whanau to buy a ticket from the local Z garages, Hunting and Fishing, BP, Gull and the
Matata stores or just go online to our school website and buy your ticket and hāngī meal with just a few clicks!
Times have been tough, uncertain, frustrating and tiresome for some, or all of us, in different ways. But, I know that
we are stronger for it and that we still have an amazing community, a wonderful school and fantastic children who
share their smiles and laughter and who certainly lift my spirits and make my day, EVERY day.
Trish

School Calendar
TERM DATES 2022
TERM 1 - 1st February to 14th April
TERM 2 - 2nd May to 8th July
TERM 3 - 25th July to 30th September
TERM 4 - 17th October to 14th December

Wednesday 16th March - School Triathlon POSTPONED
Thursday 24th March - Newsletter
Wednesday 6th April - St John Heart of Gold appeal
Whacky Wednesday - Gold coin donation
Sunday 10th April 2022 - Fishing Comp
Monday 11th - Teacher only Day
Thursday 14th April - End of Term 1
Monday 2nd May - Term 2 begins
Monday 9th - 13th May - Bike Week and Duathlon
Tuesday 10th May - MOWS science field trip Y5 to 8
(rain day Wednesday 11th May)
Wednesday 1st June - Jump Rope for Heart Day

OTAMARAKAU 2022
Thanks go to the sponsors of the Fishing
Competition

